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IST30DUCTI0H

This paper is written to show that poetry is not 
the somewhat sentimental, useless, effeminate, out-of- 
date thing it is often considered to be, bat a form of 
literature which gives great help to the Church in broad
ening, guiding, ennobling the life of man as he struggles 
through this land of darkness and exile to his true home 
in heaven#

I am not discussing the poetic values of the 
Catholic Faith, although that would make a splendid sub
ject for a paper. The vision of the Church, the liturgy 
of the Church, the far-reaching truths which are the 
teachings of the Church, are all profoundly poetic* Our 
Faith, indeed, is without doubt poetry’s strongest bul
wark# The old mythologies, which inspired much of the 
pre-Christian poetry, have died* It is true that Chris
tianity helped to kill them; but even if Christianity 
had not buried them, they would have sunk into the grave 
of their own weight long since# They cannot be perma
nently resurrected again in our present civilisation#

Without faith in an after-life of reward and 
punishment, without belief in the free-will of man and 
his importance and dignity because of his immortal soul, 
man and his life ere not worthy subjects for poetry#
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Strip him of the glories which distinguish him from the 
animal, and man is no better than the brute. One cannot 
write great poetry about animals. Picture the tragedies 
of Sophocles or of Shakespeare written of beings without 
souls. It is because the will is free, it is because 
the effects of the choice between .moral good and evil 
last eternally, that the struggle of the drama is so 
vital.

One oould, therefore, write much on the subject 
of the poetic values of the Catholic Paith. But the 
following paper i3 taking the complementary view. That 
is, it treats of the Catholic values of poetic writings. 
Catholicism has been an inspiration to poets; poets have

I
been a help to Catholicism. Both of these truths have 
remained rather obscure in the minds of many. I shall 
make an effort to remove some of the veil shrouding the 
second. I shall show especially how poetry helps the 
Churoh by siding the intellect to see the great Catholic 
truths more vividly and by training the emotions to seek 
their satisfaction in those things and ways which these 
truths reveal as worthy and noble.



CHAPTER I

FRAUDI3 THOMPSON OH SHELLEY

The famous es3ay on "Shelley** by Francis Thompson 
expresses so well the theme of ray whole paper that 1 feel 
constrained to start with a comparatively long quotation 
fro® it. Thompson writes:

The Church, which was once the mother of 
poets no less than of saints, during the last 
two centuries has relinguished to aliens the 
chief glories of poetry, if the chief glories 
of holiness she has preserved for her own.
The palm and the laurel, Dominic and Dante, 
sanctity and song, grew together in her soil: 
she has retained the palm, but forgone the 
laurel. Poetry, in its widest sense, and when 
not professedly irreligious, has been too much 
and too long either misprised or distrusted; 
too much and too generally the feeling has 
been that it is at beat superfluous, at worse 
pernicious, most often dangerous. Onoe poetry 
was, as she should be, the lesser sister and 
helpmate of the Ohuroh; the minister to the 
mind, as the Church to the soul. But poetry 
sinned, poetry fell; and, in place of lovingly 
reclaiming her, Catholicism cast her from the 
door to follow the feet of her pagan seducer.
The separation has been ill for poetry; it has 
not been well for religion.

Fathers of the Church, pastors of the 
Church, pious laics of the Church: you are 
tailing from the walls the panoply of Aquinas; 
take also from its walls the psaltery of 
Alighieri. Unrol the precedents of the 
Churoh’s past; reoall to your minds that 
Francis of Assisi was among the preoursors of 
Dante; that sworn to poverty he forsworn not 
Beauty, but discerned through the lamp Beauty 
the light God; that he was even more a poet 
in his miracles than in his melody; that
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poetry along round the cowls of hie Order,
Follow his footsteps; you who have blessings 
for men, have you no blessing for the birds?
¡¿ecall that, in their minor kind, the love 
poems of Dante shed no less honor on Catholi
cism than did the great religious poera which 
is itself pivoted on love; that in singing of 
heaven he sang of Beatrice —  this supporting 
angel was still carven on his harp even when 
he stirred its strings in Paradise, • . • •
Poetry is the preacher to men of the earthly 
fairness whioh God has fashioned to His own 
image and likeness. You proclaim the day 
whioh the Lord has made, and she exalte and 
rejoices in It, You praise the Creator for 
his works, and she shows you that they are 
very good. Beware how you misprise this 
potent ally, for hers is the art of Giotto 
and Dantei beware how you misprise this In
sidious foe, for hers is the art of modern 
France and ol Byron* Her value, if you know 
it not, God knows, and know the enemies of 
God, If you have no room for her beneath the 
wings of the Holy One, there is place for her 
beneath the webs of the Evil One, • , • • Eye 
her not askance if she seldom sing directly 
of religion: the bird gives glory to God 
though it sings of its innocent loves. • . • •
This beautiful, wild, feline poetry, wild be
cause left to range the wilds, restore to the 
hearth of your charity, shelter under the 
rafter of your Faith; • • « tame her, fondle 
her, cherish her —  you will no longer then 
need to flee her, Buffer her to wanton, suffer 
her to play, so she play round the foot of the 
Cross!1

Francis Thompson expresses again and again in 
this passage that poetry has helped the Church and will 
continue to be of great assistance to her if she but 
learn how to us© it, I shall endeavor to show how it is

1, Francis Thompson, "Shelley”, The Works of 
Francis Thompson, III, 1,
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that poetry gives this help; why we who prize our Faith
as our greatest possession should likewise value poetry
highly because of the fullness which it gives to Faith*

Man, our Faith tells us, was made to know, love,
and serve God in thi life; and all the other things on
earth ore made to help man to know, love, and serve God*
Things which do not help in this in some way or other
are not worth striving for. Sometimes they seem so.
Sometimes they give suoh pleasure that we do forsake
eternal glory for them. Bat we are aware that the
pleasure is passing and the ohoioe foolish. The truth
of the saying, "Our hearts are restless until they rest
in Thee", is quickly borne home to us when we reflect on
the brevity of this world.

The worldly Hope men set their Hearts upon 
Turns Ashes —  or it prospers; and anon,

like ¡¿now upon the Desert's dusty Face, 
Lighting a little hour or two —  is gone,*

why strive then to grow in love for things which we must
soon leave? It is so much wiser to learn to love God
whom we may enjoy for eternity. The degree of help
which they give us in ¡moving and loving God tells us
the degree of excellence of the things of this world.
What is the value of poetry from this outlook? 2

2. Edward Fitzgerald, "Rubaiyat of Omar Khayya®", 
Letters and Literary Remains of Edward Fitzgerald. 332.



CHAPTEH II

DmUITXOK OP POE THY

Before we can determine the value of poetry in 
helping as to understand and to acquire the things of 
greater value, we most pause for a moment to get a clear 
idea of what we mean by poetry. Poetry is not mere ver
sification. It is not stilted, arohaic, unnatural ex
pression. It is not empty, thoughtless musio. It is 
not a superficial pen-picture of nature or of emotion or 
of people. It is not a philosophic treatise (although 
even a great poet like Browning assumes so at times). 
Assuredly It is not the putting of little moral lessons 
into rhyme according to the fashion of newspaper poets.

It is the mistaking of the sentimental, the in
ane, the banal, the counterfeit for the real thing that 
has caused the prejudice against poetry which Arnold 
Bennett describes so vividly*

There is a word, a "name of fear”, which 
arouses terror in the heart of the vast edu
cated majority of the English-speaking race.
The most valiant will fly at the mere utter
ance of that word. The most broad-minded will 
put their backs up against it. The most rash 
will not dare to affront it, I myself have 
seen it empty buildings that had been full} 
and I know that it will soatter a crowd more 
quickly than a hose-pipe, hornets, or the 
rumour of plague. Even to murmur it is to 
incur solitude, probably disdain, and possibly
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starvation, as historical examples show* That 
word is "poetry"*3

Perhaps one reason why so many have false notions 
of poetry, and therefore prejudices against it, is the 
fact that it is so hard to define. I have before me now 
some hundred definitions —  none quite satisfactory.
That is, none is quite satisfactory in itself, but many 
can be amplified with explanation into a statement olear 
enough for our present purpose. I shall accept the one 
given in The Study of Poetry by F. M. Connell, and with 
his help amplify it thus.

Poetry is the art of giving expression to the 
beautiful through the medium of language. A thing is 
beautiful when the contemplation of it has an aptitude 
or tendency to awaken in us a noble emotion. A noble 
emotion is one which uplifts and expands the heart, as 
opposed to that which debases or depresses it. There
fore we exclude from poetry all that is immoral, selfish, 
or purely sensuous; all that is trivial; all that con
fines or narrows the soul.

Gayley writes regarding the gradation of aes
thetic emotions:

The emotions may be graded in aesthetic 
quality according as they affeet us less and

It, 71.
3. ..mold Bennett, literary Taste, How To Form
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less personally, more and ¡¿lore sooially and 
ideally, The physically pleasant, the ugly, 
and the horrible . . . arouse more or less of 
a physical sensation and interest and are the 
lowest in grad© of the aesthetic pleasures —  
on the border of the physical. • , • • Witness
ing the romantic adventures of a Hosa'lind or 
the pathetic fate of a Deademona gives us an 
emotion untarnished by personal desire or hate 
or sorrow. And yet though these emotions are 
more aesthetic than those produced by the 
physioally pleasant, the ugly, and the horrible, 
there lingers a spice of personal interest.
• • • • They may, then, be called the indi
vidual aesthetic emotions. The highest kind 
of aesthetic emotion, however, is the universal.
Its kinds are all ideal. The beautiful in the 
masque of Comas or The Vision of dir Launfal. 
the sublime in the oareer of -ichard iTl",
Coriolunus, Arthur, the traglo in the fate of 
Macbeth and Brutus, are enjoyed by us supremely 
because we in no way associate the beauty or 
the sublimity of the tragedy with the interests 
of our own little lives. $e enjoy the harmoni
ous blending of nature and spirit in the beauti
ful without a quiver of petty desire to possess 
the objeot of beauty.4 5

Mow understanding what we mean by noble emotions, 
and also that by beauty we mean that which exeites these 
emotions, we say clarify our definition by lengthening 
it to "Poetry is the imaginative representation, through 
the medium of language, of true grounds for the noble 
emotions."5 Therefore poetry needs both fora and 
thought. Lacking thought, it may be good music but it

4. C, M. Gayley and 0. C. Young, English Poetry. 
Its Principles and Progress, ox.

5. f. Hm Connell, T&g. btttdy of Poetry. 9.
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won't be good poetry because it lacks the "true grounds 
for the noble emotions". Lacking fora, it may bo good 
philosophy, bat not good poetry for it wants "the imagi
native representation" which poetry needs for effective
ly expressing its "true grounds for the noble emotions."

In his discussion of poetio values, Gayley con
tinues:

The judgment of poetry, then, takes into account 
the worth of the thought expressed and the magic 
of the expression, the universality of the ap
peal, the endurance of the creation. Poetry is 
real, aesthetic* and ideal: it must possess 
truth of spirit and adequacy of form; it must by 
its beauty move, and by its rhythms oharm; and 
by its power compel. It is both interpretative 
and creative; it must therefore be judged by 
the fulness gf its wisdom, the stature of its 
imagination.®

Let us apply this theory to a poem of ordinary 
merit to see what we mean by this "stature of its imagi
nation". "The Sea Gypsy" by Klohard Hovey reads:

I am fevered with the sunset,
I ara fretful with the bay,
¿’or the wander-thirst is on me 
And my soul is in Cathay.
There's a schooner in the offing,
With her topsails shot with fire;
And ¡ay heart has gone abroad her 
¿’or the Islands of Desire.
I must forth again tomorrow!
With the sunset I must be
Hull down on the trail of rapture
In the wonder of the sea. 6

6. C, M. Gayley and C. C. Young, 0£. oit». cxi.



As we read "The Sea Gypsy” we picture the sea
soned traveler, charmed by the beauty of the sunset on 
the bay, yearning to be answering its call. The shore 
he stands on seems drab and dull; the distant, colorful 
west is bright, promising, inviting* The red warmth of 
the sun is reflected in his heart, which grows warm with 
desire; the restless motion of the waves steals into the 
beating of his pulse. The wander-thirst is on him*

The glory of the distant sun is suddenly caught 
in the great sails of a nearby boat, and his desire 
deepens at once into sudden decision. Tomorrow he'll be 
off, the ship he sails thrilling to the embrace of the 
golden waters as it rides to the west, the land of mys
tery and beauty, the land of the sunset, the Golden Hes- 
perides*

It Is a eomaton practice of poetry to interpret
nature. The least profound method is a simple portrayal
of some aspect of its superficial charm, as its peaceful
beauty Is caught in the first lines of "Dover Beach".

The sea is calm tonight,
The tide is fall, the moon lies fair 
Upon the straits —  on the French coast the light 
Gleams and is gone; the oliffe of Ingland stand, 
Glimmering and vast, out in the tranquil bay.

"The Sea Gypsy" has this and more.
The second and higher type is had when the poet 

describes the impression that nature makes on some

6
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highly sensitive soul, as in the closing lines of the 
"Dover Beach" stanza*

Begin, and cease, and then again begin,
With tremulous cadence slow, and bring
The eternal note of sadness in.

"The Sea Gypsy" has this and no more.
A third and still higher type of imagination is

revealed when the poet brings out the spiritual truths
mirrored in the face of nature, a deeper understanding
of the God who created nature. This has been done in a
"sunset" poem by Aubrey de Vere in his "Autumnal Ode".

Hark, the breeze increases:
The sunset forests, catching sudden fire, 
flash, swell, and sing, a million-organed choir:

Hoofing the West, rich olouds in glittering fleeoes 
O’eraroh ethereal spaces and divine 
Of heaven’s clear hyaline.

So dream is this. Beyond that radiance golden 
God's sons I see. His armies bright and Btrong,
The ensanguined martyrs here with palms high holden, 

The Virgins there, a lily-lifting throng.
Aubrey de Vere's expression has some weaknesses, 

but the verse still has a height of imagination whioh 
"The Sea Gypsy" misses •• the beauty of the sunset car
ries the poet's desires not merely to Cathay but to
heaven



CHAPTER III

POETRY REVEALS TROTH

A, Some Objections Stated and Answered.

Mow that we know what we mean by poetry, and how 
much we can demand of a first rate poem in "worth of 
thought and magic of expression", let as go on to see 
how poetry helps in guiding as in the knowledge, love, 
and service of God. Knowledge comes first in this tri
umvirate of needs, for we cannot love or serve one whom 
we do riot know; nor can we help bat love and serve one 
as perfect as God when we really do know Him.

Poetry has sometimes been accused of deceiving 
as instead of leading as to the truth. Centuries ago 
Plato wrote:

The painter does not study the real nature 
of the thing but only the appearanoe. He imi
tates phantasms not the truth. The imitative 
art is completely divorced from truth. Por ex
ample, a good painter will paint a carpenter 
without knowing anything of the carpenter*s 
trade. • • • • And the poet likewise, lays on 
a species of colors in the shape of verbs and 
nouns, to represent professions, of which he 
understands only enough to be able to imitate 
them; so that if he writes in metre, rhythm, 
and harmony, about shoemaking, or generalship, 
or any subject whatsoever, people who are as 
ignorant as himself, and who judge merely by 
the form of expression, look upon his poetry as 
very excellent, so powerful is the charm which 
these musical appliances naturally possess.
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For I aappose you know what a poor appearance 
the works of poets present when they have been 
stripped of their musical coloring, and are re
hearsed in their proper nakedness. Doubtless 
you have observed the fact. Does it not remind 
you of the withered appearance presented by the 
countenances of those who have once been bloom
ing without being beautiful, whenever their 
bloom has deserted them?7 8

And a popular book of today recognizes the fact that 
Plato’s ancient prejudices are not quite dead even yet.

Of all the common misconceptions of poetry 
this is the most prevalent and the most discour
aging: the notion that poetry is the creation 
of the abnormal, neurotic or absurd creatures.
• • • • The oomio weekly cartoon indicates that 
the poet, next to the mother-in-law, is the 
surest material for a laugh: the poor fellow 
is usually shown long of hair and short of cash, 
hollow-eyed, unkempt, unaware of reality, gazing 
at the moon and jotting down precious phrases on 
a frayed cuff or in an equally shabby note-book*
He is pictured wandering in space and time, 
oblivious to every ordinary activity, something 
like a fallen angel and something like a jaokass.®

The chapter just quoted closes with a long list
of English poets from the days of Marlowe and Shakespeare
to Koyes and Hasefield to Bhow that the best of them have
been for from effeminate, impractical fools out of touch
with reality. I. A. Richards is quoted:

There la no gap between our every day emotional 
life and the material of poetry. . . .  * Vie can
not avoid the material of poetry. If we do not

7. Plato, The Republic. Book X, 387.
8. Unteraeyer and Davidson, Poetry. Its Appreci

ation and Enjoyment. 3.
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live in consonance with good poetry, we mast 
lire in consonance with bad poetry. In fact, 
the idle hours of most lives are filled with 
reveries that are simply bad poetry.^

And Emerson*
See the power of national emblems. Some stars, 
lilies, leopards, a crescent, a lion, an eagle 
or other figure which came into credit God 
knows how, an old rag of banting blowing in 
the wind . . .  shall make the blood tingle 
under the rudest or most conventional exterior, 
the people fancy they hate poetry —  and they 
ore ell poets and mystics• • • • • JTor we are 
not pane and barrows, nor even porters of the 
fire and torch-bearers, but children of the 
fire, made of it, and only the same divinity 
transmuted,10

Plato's objection that poetry is nothing but an imita
tion, and an incomplete imitation at that, has been 
answered often, but it is important enough to have the 
traditional answer restated briefly here,

The poet, like the painter, does select only the 
details that he wishes. But we know that it la preoisely 
by meam. of this partial, judicious representation of 
faotB that the poet gets to the truth. If I were to have 
a snapshot taken when I had an ulcerated tooth, the swol
len oheek would be a real fact and would show up clearly 
on the picture, giving me perhaps the look of a crabbed 
pessimist. But if I were to pose for a portrait-painting. 9 10

9. Ibid.. 4.
10. Ibid.. 4.
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the artist, knowing the swollen tooth to be a passing 
aooident, would ignore it in his work, and by so doing 
could reveal traits which were really a permanent part 
of cay oheraoter, but which the toothache hid for the mo
ment, And it is by thus ignoring irrelevant details and 
emphasising the significant ones that the artist, be he 
painter or poet,, reveals the truth. Art never slavishly 
imitates nature by an cuidevi&ting adherence to facts; it 
idealizes it and perfects it and seeks the truth beneath 
the facts.

B. The Idealism of the Poet.

The power of seeing beyond facts to truths which 
underlie them, of seeing beyond defects to the perfect 
state whioh we desire, the power of idealizing, is im
portant to one who would lead a full life worthy of a 
rational being. This power of vision, this power of en
joying the higher values of the spiritual life of man 
instead of being submerged by the insistent demand of 
mere physical needs is one whioh should be cultivated in 
this mechanical, materialistic, dumbly prosaic age#

Pred S. Scott writes in his artiole in The 
English Journal on "Poetry in a Commeroi*.! Age":

There are two kinds of nourishment or susten
ance which are necessary to human life and 
progress. One of these is material, the other
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is spiritual. The first includes all things 
that are necessary to the life of the body.
. . . .  The second or spiritual kind of nour
ishment is supplied by religion, art, philos
ophy, and literature, but more particularly 
by that division of literature which we term 
poetry* Its importance for the well-being and 
progress of mankind is not less great than that 
of food and shelter. When it is absent, man 
rapidly goes back to the dirt from which he has 
sprung. Poetry lifts him above his sordid 
wants, humanizes him, opens hie heart,to*all the key influences. Like philosophy it bakes 
no bread, but it can give God, freedom, and 
immortal!ty.**

We remember the bodies of our brothers today.
We have sold our souls to scientists who have invented 
machines to do most of our labor, hove invented machines 
which will carry us swiftly through air or water; hove 
invented machines which will bring us news from the far
thest corners of the earth in a moment —  and have killed 
our power of enjoying our leisure except with quickly 
staling physical delights. We have killed our power of 
appreciating the true significance pf the beauties of 
the places whither their planes and ships would speed us; 
and have made the news which we hear from the far oornera 
to be the news of war and destruction. We have kept the 
oorporol works of mercy and have forgotten the greater 
spiritual ones. What does it profit to feed and cloth a 11

11. Fred 15. *>cott, "Poetry in a Commercial Age", 
The English Journal. X, 551.
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man and send his body careening through space when his 
soul is eranjped end naked and starved? Soionce has given 
man glasses for his bodily eyes and added a hundred yards 
to his daily vision —  and stolen away the vision of his 
soul, a vision which would have been a help to him 
through eternity« To teach the ignorant that there is 
greater ;Joy in unselfishness than in greed; to teaoh the 
blind that there is a fatherly Ood whom they should love 
and honor —  these are the spiritual works, and what has 
a mechanistic» age to do with them? If w© can close our 
ears for a moment to the blatant noise of the omnipresent 
radio and catch again the rue tie of our guardian angel's 
wings, we shall do well* If the poet gives us the first 
step in this direction by ignoring a fact here and there 
to reveal a truth, he will do well, Quite well*

To develop this important point more fully we 
must recall that the idealization of poetry demands far 
greater ability than the power of merely ignoring some 
obvious notes. It needs the power of finding and under
standing other qualities which are frequently veiled from 
the common casual eye. The idealist sees the progress 
in nature and in human affairs, the connection between 
oause and effect, the ideal state of perfection which all 
things on earth are seeking to reveal or to attain*

As the ultra-realist could never make a true
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poet, because he cannot unchain hi ¡self from hampering, 
unimportant details; so likewise, the crass materialist 
can never charm us with true poetic thought for he oan
no t see beyond the physical laws to the spiritual truths 
beneath. An extreme realist or full-fledged materialist 
can see in the seed only a tiny, hard, round ball. The 
idealist sees the future tree which will spring forth 
from that Beed and can picture it in all its stately 
beauty, rich with blossoms or fruit; and if he has the 
highest type of poetical mind, he sees, too, how it grows 
not only to satisfy man’s body by offering shade or food 
or timber, but likewise aids his soul by giving an ever
present sermon on God’s loving care for man. It shows, 
too, by its gradual but steady growth, its blossomed 
beauty, its flourishing fruitfulness, the constancy and 
the beauty, as well as the kindness, of its Haker.

A tree is but one of myriad examples which might 
be given; its beauty and fruit but two of the countless 
aspects which appeal to the poet. He might see instead, 
with his habitual emotional, penetrating gaze, that 
every plant is like the tree in that It starts small and 
weak and simple, to become gradually large and strong 
and complex. So, too, has every animal and man a similar 
growth; so, too, have nations, and all humanity; so, it 
would s-oem, has the entire universe. He finds an evident
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unity in all things and sees that they all come from one 
and the same Maker and are all fashioned for one and the 
same purpose.

fhe very rhythm of his own verses can lift his 
ever volatile mind up to the same inspiring heights, for 
he sees in their regular beats a full analogy to the un
failing ebb and flow of the tide, the tireless surge of 
waves, the recurrent changes of day and night, the steady 
drumming of his own pulse, and he realizes that the 
pleasing rhythm of his verse has caught again a mani
festation of the unchanging beauty of the one, unchanging 
God«

In the words of A. A. G. Lamborn:
All of us see dimly, as a half-blind man 

sees a light, beauty in a hill or a cloud or 
a primrose; but the poet sees it as a radiant 
glow that moves him to ory aloud with delight 
and so to make us look again more earnestly to 
share his vision. . . . .  We all have wondered 
vaguely at the mystery and the majesty of the 
stars, but he falls on his face before them 
and priestlike prays us, as many as hear him, 
to accompany him to the throne of heavenly 
grace.

We may consider two brief poems whioh show that 
the poet, by writing his own experiences in verse, helps 
us to see things more clearly, l’he first, a sonnet by 
Wordsworth, pictures our sad state when we have sold our 12

12. k. A. G, Lamborn, fhe Audiments of Criticism.
10.
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birthright and forsaken grace and poetry* Wordsworth 
felt deeply and expressed well the loss of imagination 
and of the finer spiritual sensibilities whloh came to 
money-seeking, industrial age of his day. Beading it 
opens our own eyes to a loss we raay have been experienc
ing for years all unknowingly*

The world is too much with us; late and soon, 
Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers2 
Little we see in Hatare that is ours;
We have given our hearts away, a sordid booni 
The Sea that bares her bosom to the moon;
The winds that will be howling at all hours,
And are up-gathered now like sleeping flowers; 
lor this, for everything, we are out of tune;
It moves us not. —  Great GodJ I’d rather be 
A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn;
So might I, standing on this pleasant lea,
Have glimpses that would make me leas forlorn;
Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea;
Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn.

The second, wCadgwithrt, by Lionel Johnson, pictures the
happiness of one who has kept his vision alive. The few
brief lines exemplify the ©harm of the poetic mind, the
ability to see through natural beauty to the beauty of
nature’s Creator —  and of expressing the vision clearly
and movingly enough to carry, at least part way, our
heavier souls up the path which the poet has found.

My windows open to the autuam night.
In vain I watched for sleep to visit me;
How should sleep dull mine ears, and dim my sight, 
Who saw the stare, and listened to the sea?
Ah, how the City of our God is fairI
If, without sea, and starless though it be,
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For joy of the majestic beauty there.
Men shall not miss the stars, nor mourn the sea.

The poet with his keener sensibilities and more 
active imagination may at times be just a little oat of 
touch with the common run of men. 3ut this is not en
tirely a fault or a hindrance. As Byron says well in 
his "Isolation of Genius", if one scales the peaks, one 
must endure a bit of solitude* The mass of mankind may 
be too much immersed in the stream of life to view life 
fully. It Is from a vantage point on the bank that its 
course shows more clearly, as the shape and size of the 
forest stands out the better when the observer is not so 
olose to the trees that they obscure his vision. The 
poet may be detached at times; this but helps to give 
that freedom of vision whieh Francis Thompson describes 
poetically;

The universe is hie box of toys. He dabbles his 
fingers in the day-fall. He is gold-dusty with 
tumbling amidst the stars. He makes bright mis
chief with the moon. The meteors rauazle their 
noses in his hand. He teases into growling the 
kennelled thunder, and laughs at the shaking of 
Its fiery ohain. He dances in and out of the 
gates of heaven; its floor is littered with his 
broken fancies. He runs wild over the field of 
ether. He chases the rolling world. He gets 
between the feet of the horses of the sun. He 
stands in the lap of patient Hature, and twines 
her loosened tresses after a hundred wilful 
fashions to see how she will loox nicest in hie 
song.*3
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Or, in the words of Shelleys

Poetry purges from oar inward eight the film of 
familiarity which obscures from us the wonder of 
our being. It creates anew the universe after 
it has been annihilated in our minds by the re
currence of impressions blunted by reiteration«14

Wordsworth says of the results of hie studies in poetry:
I have learned
To look on nature, not as in the hour 
Of thoughtless youth; but hearing often times 
The still, sad music of humanity.1®

For the poet truly;
Finds tongues in trees, boohs in the running brooks, 
Sermons in stones, and good in everything.1®

C. Application of Foregoing Theory to an Individual Case.

let us apply this theory to a particular case to 
test its truth. Shelley says that the poet purges from 
our inward sight the film of familiarity which obscures 
from us the wonder of our being. It creates anew what 
has been "blunted by reiteration”.

One of the most portentous thoughts possible on 
earth, I suppose, is this; "Time Marches On". Every
thing, no matter how much we like or fear it, slips away 
from us. We ourselves, without a moment's pause, grow

14. P. B, Shelley, Defense of Poetry. 42,
Id. Wordsworth, William, "Tintern Abbey", Poems 

of William Wordsworth. 86.
Id. Shakespeare, As You Like It. Act II, Beene 1.
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old and die. Solomon, the wisest of men, when asked for 
the wisest of maxims, could think, of nothing better than 
"This also shall pass away”. It is a thought which the 
Bible repeats again and again, which Christ repeated 
again and again, which the most philosophical person can 
quite understand or quite forget. Mature cannot forget 
it. The constantly dying days, the fading of each sea
son, the turning to seed of every flower and fruit, tells 
us the same story endlessly. One might Think that man 
would have his ©very action guided by this thought. Yet 
endlessly, too, man acts as though he had here a lasting 
city. If he remembered his last end, he would not sin; 
but he keeps forgetting it, and keeps on sinning. He 
sells his eternal joy fox a passing pleasure. He enacts 
again the tragedy of the fool with the well-stocked barns 
described by Christ. A truth which should influence us 
strongly, which should be ever in the foreground of our 
consciousness, has become "blunted by reiteration". We 
know the truth; we fail to remember it, to realise its 
importance for us now and always. Whet can poetry do to 
help revive within our Jaded minds this important truth? 
Let us oonsider this question by quoting a few poems, the 
first one being by isdna ¿¿t. Vincent Millay.

How the autumn shudders 
In the rose’s root.



Far and wide the ladders 
leau among the fruit.
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Mow the autumn clambers 
Up the trellised frame,

And the rose remembers
îhe dust from which it came.

Brighter than the blossom 
On the rose’s bough 

Bits the wizened, orange,
Bitter berry now;

Beauty never slumbers;
All is in her name;

But the rose remembers
îhe dust from which it came.

Head that verse carefully but once and try to walk; out
into the autumn day again without remembering the
Churoh's admonition "Ashes to ashes and dust to dust”.
Or again, recall w. 3« landor's fine poems

Ah, what avails the sceptered race!
Ah, what the form divine!

What every virtue, every grace!
Bose Aylmer, ell were thine.

Bose xiylmer, whom these wakeful eyes 
may weep, but never see,

A night of memories and of sighs 
I consecrate to thee.

If anything human could save a man in love from throwing
away his soul for a beautiful girl, perhaps this verse
could. At any rate, he knows her beauty fades. If he
knows it in the words of Bobert Frost's fine lyrio, he'll
remember it the better:

Mature's first green is gold.
Her hardest hue to hold*
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Her early leaf’s a flower;
Bat only so an hoar.
Then leaf subsides to leaf.
Bo ¿den sank, to grief,
3o dawn goes down to day. 
nothing gold can stay.

Or perhaps he would be impressed by the equally lyrioal,
equally unforgettable verse of Housman:

With rue my heart is laden 
Fox golden friends I had, 

for many a rose-lipped maiden 
ûad many a lightfoot lad.

By brooks too broad for leaping 
The lightfoot boys are laid;

The rose-lipped girls are sleeping 
In fields where roses fade.I?

But it is an impression which has become very, very dull 
with very, very many reiterations. Perhaps the awaken
ing touch must be repeated a hundred times, too, instead 
of once, and we go to a verse like the Rubaiyat which re
peats its one thought a hundred times in a hundred 
stanzas:

for some we loved, the loveliest and the best
That from hie vintage rolling Time hath prest;
Have drunk their cup a round or two before,

And one by one crept silently to rest.16
Or perhaps novelty of setting may help to stir up our
flagging memories, and we turn to the story of Tam
O'Shanter: 17 18

54.
17. A. JL Housman, A Shropshire Lad. Poem Humber

18. Edward Fitzgerald, qj> oit., 333,
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Bat pleasures are like poppies spread —
You seize the flow'r, its bloom is shed;
Or like the snow falls in the river,
A moment white —  then melts forever;
Or like the borealis race,
That flit ©re you can point their place;
Or like the rainbow's lovely form,
Evanishing amid the storm* —
Uae man can tether time nor tide;
The hour approaches Tam raaun ride.1*

Thus is the passage of time when one is gay and would try
to tether it. But when one is sad, although "it lags
withal" it will not stop* Always, always, whether we
will or no, the "unhurrying chase, and unperturbed pace,
deliberate speed, majestic Instancy" keeps on, and we
close with that finest passage of our finest poet —  the
picture of the power-mad Macbeth left alone in the world
by his wife's sudden death* Left friendless, childless,
wifeless, hopeless, without a reason now for holding the
power which he gained at so great cost, what does he say?
What can he say but!

Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow.
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day 
To the last syllable of recorded time.
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools 
The way to austy death. Out, out, brief candle! 
Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player 
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage 
And then is heard no more: it is a tale 
Told by an idiot, fall of sound and fury,
Signifying nothing.19 20

19. Kobert Burns, "Tam O'Shanter", The 'Works of 
Hobert Burns, 50.

20. Shakespeare, Macbeth. Act V, Scene lii.
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Head these and the film of familiarity has been reraoved. 
You know that never for s day, never for an hour will 
time pause. Always, always, in Joy or sorrow, hope or 
fear, youth ot age, time marches on unceasingly,

Vie now pass to the complementary truth, to show 
that poetry does not see things by halves and deceive us 
with partial truths, as the life around os often does.
So many things fade away as we grasp thorn that we would 
grow despondent if we forgot that some things, all the 
worthwhile things, are not transient. It is only the 
material that passes. The possessions of the soul do 
not. «hen I conquer a selfish impulse, when 1 spend s 
half-hour in prayerful study of the character of some 
noble soul like Christ, when I in any way learn to under
stand God better or to grow more like him, I have ac
quired an added grace, a new fulness of character that
will abide with me through the rest of my life and of my 
eternity. Time passes, the world around us passes —  
but not all things pass away. "Heaven and earth may pass 
away, but My word will not." Poetry has not forgotten
this. In fact, poetry likes to sing often of its own
undying vigor.

Thou wast not born for death, immortal Bird!
Ho hungry generations tread thee down;
The voice I hear this passing night was heard

5 5 1 5 3



In ancient days by etaperor and clown; 
Perhaps the self-same song that * . ,21

Or again;
All things return to dust
Save beauties fashioned well.
The bust

Outlasts the citadel.
Oft doth the ploughman's heel,
Breaking an ancient oloa,

Beveal
A Caesar or a god.
The gods, too, die, alaei
But deathless and more strong 

Than brass
Remains the sovereign song,22 

Song is eternal, When heaven and earth have
passed away, the four living creatures, each with his 
six wings and uncounted eyes, will still be singing the 
"Sanctus, sanctus, sanctus* before the golden throne of 
"Him who was, and is, and is to come*,23

Poetry has done more than merely tell us that 
some things are eternal* This fact is so important that 
poetry would impress it upon us in every possible way. 
Like Christ who dramatized His greater miracles, like 
the Church which makes use of symbolism to keep remind
ing us of things which we must remember but tend to * 23

21* John Keats, "Ode to a Nightingale", Complete 
Poetical »torks and Letters of John Keats. 145,

22* Santayana's translation of Gautier's "Art", 
Preface to Poetry. 29.

23, Apocalypse IV: 6,
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forget, poetry has dramatized this important thought of 
the permanence of some things in a symbol as appealing 
and unforgettable as it is poetic —  the symbol of the 
Phoenix*

This mythical bird of gorgeous plumage, the only 
one of its kind, lives its cycle of a hundred years 
"then burns to death on a funeral pile of aromatic twigs 
ignited by the sun and fanned by its own wings, only to 
emerge from its ashes with renewed youth, to live through 
another cycle of years"* This very poetical conception 
to symbolize eternity has run through literature from 
long before Ovid’s:

All these receive their birth from other things;
But from himself the Phoenix only springs?
Selfborn, begotten by th© parent flame 
In which he burned. Another yet the Same* 4

In our own day we have, among other variations, this
tipsy sailor’s dream of Prester John’s garden described
by Alfred Moyea:
Then he walks us to his garden where we sees a 

feathered demon
Very splendid and important on a sort of spicy tree!
"That’s the Phoenix,” whispers Prester, "which all 

eddioated seamen
Knows the only on© existent, and he’s waiting for 

to fleei
When his hundred years expire 
Then he'll set hisself afire

£4. Ovid, Aetamorphoseon. XV, 391
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And another from his ashes rise most beautiful to 
so©!*

With wings of rose and emerald most beautiful to 
see!2»

Is it suoh a far ory from even the humorous, but 
still glorious, phoenix of Alfred Hoyes rising from the 
fire with "wings of rose and emerald" to the thought of 
the Christ entering willingly the fires of Good Friday 
to rise on Easter with undying splendor; or to the 
thought of the closing lines of chapter twenty and the 
opening lines of chapter twenty-one of the Apocalypse's 
"And there ceme down fire from God out of heaven, and de
voured them • • • and whosoever was not found written in 
the book of life, was oast into the pool of fire. And I 
saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven 
and the first earth was gone"?

. 2b# Alfred Uoyes, "Forty Singing Seamen",
Collected Poems. 174.



CHAPTKH IV

PGLTHY TRAISS THE EMOTIONS

We have written enough to show that poetry does 
aid the intellect in its search for truth. Let us now 
pass on to see how it assists the Church in guiding that 
other important part of man, the emotions, and in leading 
as from merely knowing God intellectually and theoreti
cally, to the actual loving and serving of Him*

Virtue and vice, therefore our salvation or ruin, 
lie in the will; hut if the intellect and emotions both 
lead the same way, the will will follow. It is where our • 
untrained emotions revolt against reason that our diffi
culties in life arise,

«¡hat is the ruin of art? Ill-regulated emotion*
What is the ruin of life? Again, ill-regulated 
©motion. What mars happiness? What destroys 
manliness? What sullies womanhood? What checks 
enterprise? What spoils success? Constantly 
the same —  ill-regulated emotion. The tongue 
is a fire; an uncontrolled and passionate out
burst swallows up many virtues and blots out 
weeks of kindness. <¿6

The unhappiness which uncontrolled emotions have 
brought into the world is obvious to all. I shall not 
discuss the elaborate liturgy of the Church, the pageantry 
of which is worked out for the purpose of appealing to

26* M* 3 . Havre!s, "!4y Musical Memories", English 
Journal. X, 553*



our emotions, end which shows how important the Church 
considers the training of the emotional side of man*
Bat I shall stop to discuss, somewhat fully as its im
portance demands, the effect of poetry on the emotions*

Does poetry packer the emotions, or does it train 
them to follow the proper channels? What is the differ
ence between sentimentality and honest and legitimate 
emotion? The second question needs to be answered if w© 
would correctly answer the first. We cannot dwell on it 
at length here, but the answer is summed up adequately 
enough for our purpose in the statement: When the ©mo
tion has noble end sufficient grounds, it is worthy of 
sian; when It is too little for the cause, it is blind or 
insincere; when it is too exuberant for the cause, it i3 

sentimental* Puppy love is sentimental because it is 
aroused by a dimple or a carl of hair; the love of a man 
for a woman who has an admirable character and person
ality is not sentimental. Pear of black cats or of the 
number thirteen is ill-founded and therefore silly and 
extravagant emotion; avoiding Ignoble actions for fear 
of distressing one's mother or of displeasing one’s God 
is not extravagant but praiseworthy. Emotions do not 
automatically seek noble outlets and despise Ignoble ones. 
Like every other faculty of fallen man, they must be 
carefully trained or they will betray their owners. One

30
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must avoid letting them be exercised on the wrong sub
jects; one must practice exercising theta on correct sub
jects. The more one does this, the more control he will 
have over thera. One cannot be a saint, or even a half
way decent man, if he lets his emotions go untrained, 
uncontrolled• There is more danger of this in oar own 
age than we think. To quote Fred 13. Soott:

What Haweis says of unregulated emotion is 
especially true of a commercial age. Industry 
at its lower levels, while it trains the muscles 
and tend© to settled habits of the body, usu
ally leaves the emotions undisciplined and un
controlled . for this neglect a penalty must be 
paid, bhen the barriers of steady employment 
and routine break down, as in strikes or hard 
times, the emotions of millions of workingmen 
are sot at liberty to ran wild, or worse, to 
run in the ohaimels prepared for them by design
ing men. It Is of the utmost importance, then, 
that these emotions should be disciplined, and 
for this purpose poetry, if it could in soaie 
way be brought home to the common people, seems 
to be even more effective than music, great as 
the effect of music in this regard undoubtedly 
is. Poetry has the advantage, first, that more 
persons can appreciate it, and, second, that 
the ©motional appeal is bound up with a definite 
thought-content that tends to make its effects 
more steadfast and enduring.27

Poetry does not pamper, but does train the emo
tions precisely because of this "thought-content". In 
oar definition of poetry we demanded "true grounds for 
noble emotion". When emotion has true grounds, it is 27

27. Fred Scott, op, oit.. 554.
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not ill-regulated, it is not sentimental, it is not ener
vating, It Is controlled, eineere, ennobling. A worth
while poem mast have this "true ground"; a worthwhile 
poem, therefore, must always be ennobling.

But even good poetry does seem to arouse our emo
tions over people who are not noblei According to Plato, 
the poet must go to unworthy taeu for his inspiration and 
must appeal to And strengthen the lower appetites of the 
souli

A good man when he meets a misfortune will con
trol and hide and heal his sorrow, and not stand 
li&e a ohild after a fall, hugging the wounded 
part and continuing to roar, liow the peevish 
temper furnishes an infinite variety of ma
terials for the poet, but the temper which is 
wise and calm is so constantly uniform and un
changing that it is not easily imitated,

By "imitated" Plato means "represented by the painter or
poet", and at first glance his complaint seems true
enough. Our best poets have as many passages describing
unworthy acts as they have describing noble ones. This
is necessary not only because "the peevish temper" is
interesting, but because the poet reveals truth, and
huioan nature at present is in a fallen state. But the
poet, just because he is honest, while portraying vice
as interesting does not reveal it as noble or desirable. 28

28, Plato, 0£ ¿it,, 394



We are not led to procrastination because we admire Ham
let, or to jealousy because we sympathise with Othello* 
Much less are we led to crime and deceit by reading of 
Hamlet's scheming uncle or of iago* One oan even laugh 
with Falstaff and despise cowardice and lying still, and 
Falstaff comes the closest, I believe, to leading us 
astray* There is a vast difference between picturing 
evil interestingly and picturing it seduotively. In 
fact, the more intensely interested we become in Othello, 
the more anxious to avoid the blinding effects of jeal
ously we become. If a poem really does seduce our emo
tions into unworthy channels, either our scandal is 
Pharisaical or the poera is not a great one —  not even a 
poem at all in that part* "True grounds for noble emo
tions'’ —  let ue not forget our definition, an accepted 
and logical one* Be the emotion love of virtue, or fear 
of danger, or hatred of evil, it must be noble.

We have delayed somewhat long on this thought for 
it is important. Our emotions need an outlet at times* 
They need training. Season suggests, and countless 
writers since the days of Aristotle have insisted, that 
poetry is a moat efficacious means of relieving and 
training them. We spend a few hours attending one of 
Shakespeare's plays, Hacbeth, let us say. we see ambi
tion unveiled, following it from its inoipiency through

33
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its tortuous ways to a tragic end» Our emotions are re
lieved by this vicarious means, but, more than that, we 
have, as it were, lived a whole life. And despite its 
brevity, the stripping away of irrelevant details has 
enabled as to live it intensely. We see the outcome of 
ambition, and when the curtain drops, and we recall that 
but a few hours are past and our real life still stretches 
before us, we go forth determined to restrain our own am
bitions, grateful that the lesson came vicariously and 
not at the cost of our own lives. Each poem to some de
gree reveals a truth as this tragedy reveals the foolish
ness of sacrificing virtue to ambition.

.Poetry can do this quickly and Intensely because 
it approaches all things in an exalted emotional key. 
Because of this outlook, it not only jumps at once into 
consideration of essential truths, weeding away ruth
lessly all inane details and tearing off the dark veils 
which familiarity has thrown about them, but it also uses 
safely many artifices which prose dare not touch or must 
use sparingly, artifices which offer unlimited aid to 
effective expression. Among these helps may I enumerate 
a few; the figures of speech, such as apostrophe, 
vision, climax, metonymy, synecodoche, simile, metaphor, 
hyperbole, eto. And there are the meters with their 
various types of movement eaoh helping substantially in
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portraying the particular thought or emotion suited to 
it, And there are the varioas helps to melody, such as 
rhyme, quantity, alliteration, aasonanoe, and onomato
poeia.

Books have been written on the power of these 
artifices when they are skillfully used* Of themselves 
they can rival music in suggeativeness and emotional 
appeal, and when flowing in harmony with the thought, 
they form an irresistible union of inspiration to feel
ing and intellect which carries the will on to immeas
urably noble heights.



CHAPTER V

PORT3Y COMPARED WITH THE OTHER ARTS

Bat why praise poetry in particular for inspir
ing us with a knowledge and love of the deeper truths 
when all the arts in general olaim this power# As R. A, 
Cram writes;

Art is the language of divine revelation, the 
great sequence of mystical symbols that alone 
are adequate when the soul of man enters into 
the infinite realm of eternal truth. The 
soul, penetrating beyond the veil that limits 
our mortal sense needs the language of art 
• • « a language given by God for her self- 
revelation whether it be painting, sculpture, 
architecture, music, drama, or poetry#2»

While freely admitting that the other arts have certain
advantages in some lines, we may compare poetry with the
two which seem to come oloeest to disputing its olaim as
leader in this field, namely, with prose literature and
music#

Music has a directness of appeal to the emotions 
which no other art oan ever approximate, and since it is 
the emotional aspect of poetry which gives it ranch of 
its power, it would seem that music would be more power
ful in giving us inspiration than is poetry# And on the 
other hand, prose literaturo, not bothered by the need 29

29. R. A, Cram, The Ministry of Art. 220
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of watching for moBloal words or the other accouterments 
of poetry, can appeal to the intelleot with a directness 
denied poetry. The answer to these arguments is, of 
course, that man is never all intellect or all eraotion, 
but an inseparable combination of the two. And poetry, 
therefore, appealing equally to both, is better suited 
to move man than are the arts whioh appeal to but one.
But let us go into a more detailed comparison of the 
relative merits of these three modes of expression to 
show how this is true.

Music undoubtedly has an inspiring effect, whioh 
works quickly and deeply. The singing of soldiers as 
they march into battle or the playing of bands at oollegi 
ate athletic contests show that when action is wanted, 
music can stir the blood. Hymns in the chapel or waltzes 
in the dancehall show that music is an aid when we would 
dream, whether the dreams be of pleasure or of heroic 
self-sacrifice. Music, then, inspires us in all the 
moods from the strenuous activity of vigorous contests 
down through the leisurely rhythms of a waltz, to the 
very extreme of dreamy relaxation.

Basil de Bellnoourt writes:
Mo one ecually conversant with poetry mid music 
and wishing to be entranced could hesitate for 
a moment to whioh art to oom.it hiraself. Take 
any piece of poetry, the most entrancing you 
can name —  take "Kubla Khan" or wLa Belle Dame
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sans Merei" or "The Hymn of Fan" —  and compare 
it for magic with one of Chopin’s impromptus: 
the difference is that of a magic which I ac
knowledge and bow before, and of a magic which 
flows around me, flows into me, saturates me* 
lifts me into itself and bears me away on its 
triumphant tide# The difference is evident 
wherever music and poetry are compered, and it 
makes the comparison odious to lovers of poetry.®0

All this, of coarse, is true. If you would b© entranced
for the moment by a passing pleasure, music is a more
natural resort than poetry. But let us turn to one of
the following pages of de Selincourt;

It may readily happen that music has no meaning 
for ua beyond itself, and that, having called 
upon us to love, or fear, or exult, it has done 
so for no other reason than that of the pleasure 
of an emotional indulgence. Indeed, there can 
be no doubt that the effect of rnusio commonly 
goes no farther: we yield contentedly to the 
stream of pleasure, and mistake the enjoyment 
of being born© along by it for the end and the 
Justification of the art*“!

The effect of musio tends to die with the final notes. 
Its effect is similar to that of a grievance on Bratus 
when he cells himself a lamb

That carries anger as the flint bears fire;
Who, much enforced, shows arhasty spark,
And straight is cold again*30 31 32

The effects of poetry have more stability, for

30. Basil de Belinoourt, The Anglieh Seoret and 
Other Assays. 35.

31. Ibid.. 36.
3£. Shakespeare, Julius Caesar. Act IV, Scene ill.
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it has an intellectually understood basis for every emo
tion it arouses; and is, therefore, superior in this to 
music whose acute and fluctuating emotions are commonly 
objectless and transient*

Uow let us go to the comparison of poetry with 
prose* Prose has the power of appealing directly to the 
intellect, a power which music lacks almost entirely and 
which poetry has to a lesser degree than has prose. At 
least, some claim that poetry has it to a lesser degree. 
They base their claim on the fact that poetry appeals to 
the emotions and the emotions tend to obscure cold logic* 
Plato says reluctantly:

In the case of love and anger and all the mental 
sensations of desire, grief, and pleasure, does 
not poetry water and cherish the emotions which 
ought to wither with drought, and constitute 
them our rulers when they ought to be our subjects?*“

And Peacock says half-sincerely:
The march of the poet's intellect is like that 
of a crab, backward. The highest inspirations 
of the poets ore resolvable into three ingre
dients: the rant of unregulated passion, the 
whining of exaggerated feeling, and the cant 
of factitious sentiment!33 34

The Church, too, seems to agree, at least par
tially, when it says that sanctity lies in the will

33. Plato, 0£ cit.. 397.
34. T. L. Peacock, The Pour Ages of Poetry. 59.
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entirely end not in the emotions* If I will to toe sorry 
for my sins, I have true contrition although I o&n shed 
no tears; and if I wish to rejoice at Goa’s glory, I am 
truly united with Him although I can bring no sraile to 
my lips. Joyous emotions springing from things banned 
by God may toe temptations but are never sins when the 
will does not consent to them; remorse for past faults, 
however intense, if only in our emotions and not in our 
will, cannot be termed virtue* Then it would seem that 
prose, which like the Churoh places the emotional in an 
inferior position, is a better aid to virtue than poetry 
which lays equal stress on the emotional and intellectual.

Of course, I have already answered this objection 
when I mentioned above that the emotional and intellectual 
are inseparable in man in his present condition. And, 
too, it is not the intellectual but the volitional power 
of man which the Church places ahead of the emotional 
when it says that virtue and vice lie in the will ana not 
in the emotions. It is equally true that virtue and vice 
do not lie in the intellect. And the emotions offer as 
direct a road to the will as does the intellect. It is 
really a combination of the two which forms the perfect 
road —  emotion to lead us to the heights, intellect to 
aid us to appreciate and cling to them when we are there. 
And of all the arts it is only poetry which blends the
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two perfectly*
Very briefly we might compare poetry with paint

ing and with history, and then close by comparing it 
with actaal experiexice. Hazlitt's splendid essay on 
"Poetry in General” has these lines;

Painting gives the object itself; poetry what 
it implies. Painting embodies what a thing 
contains in itself; poetry what exists out of 
it, in any manner connected with it. But this 
last is the proper provinoe of the imagination.
Again, as it relates to passion, painting gives 
the event, poetry the progress of events: but 
it is during the progress, in the interval of 
expectation and suspense, in which our hopes 
and fears are strained to the highest pitch of 
breathless agony, that the pinch of the inter
est lies*3fi

To bring the comparison up to date, one might compare 
painting to a still picture; poetry to a modern moving, 
talking picture.

•Sculpture finds the same static difficulty. To 
resume Hazlitt;

It is for want of some such resting-place for 
the imagination that the Greek statues are 
little else than specious forms* They are 
marble to the touch and to the heart. They 
have not an informing principle within them.30

The comparison between poetry and history goes 
baok to «.rlstotle’s famous lines, following is Butcher’s

35, W. Hazlitt, Bssaya. 249. 
35. Ibid.. 249.
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paraphrase of them:
The poet and the historian differ not by writ
ing in verse or in prose. The work of Herodotus 
might be put into verse, and it would still be 
a species of history, with meter no less than 
without it. The true difference is that one re
lates whet has happened, the other what may hap
pen.

The first distinguishing mark then, of 
poetry is that it has a higher subject-matter 
than history; it expresses the universal not 
the particular, the permanent possibilities of 
human nature; it does not merely tell the story 
of the individual life*

Poetry is a rao re philosophical and a higher 
thing than history. But though poetry has a 
philosophic character it is not philosophy, 
it tends to express the universal. Poetry . . .  
expresses the universal not as it is in itself, 
but as seen through the medium of sensuous 
imagery. • • • • The aim of poetry is to repre
sent the universal through truth. The universal 
of poetry is not an abstract idea; it is parti
cularised to sense*®7

And now let us compare poetry with experience. 
Browning wrote:

What does it ell mean, poet? Well,
Your brains beat into rhythm, you tell 
What we felt only; you expressed 
You hold things beautiful the best, 
iind place them in rime so, side by side,
*Tis something, nay 'tie rauoh; but then.
Have you yourself what’s best for men?
Are you —  poor, sick, old ere your time —  
Hearer one whit your own sublime 
Than we who never have turned a rime?
Bing, riding'b a joyí lor me, I ride.
And you, great sculptor -- so you gave

37. 3. H. Butcher, Aristotle’s Theory of Poetry 
and line Art. 190.
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A score of years to Art, her slave.
And that’s your Venus, whence we turn 
To yonder girl that fords the burnish
I think those last four lines are the most forci

ble expression possible of the weakness not only of 
sculpture but of all the arts* The thought of the lines 
is strictly true. There is a power in contaot with life 
which is missing in contaot with art. Perhaps it is 
this which has caused more than one young writer to for
sake his art for an active life at a time when his works 
gave most promise. Perhaps it was. this that caused St, 
Thornes Aquinas to refer to his Summa Theologies when dy
ing as "A lot of rubbish** and decide never to write again 
if he became well. Who would sit watching a drama of the 
burning of Troy or Home if there was a fire one-tenth as 
large actually in progress in the next block? Of who 
would forsake a real fight on the street to enter e thea
ter to watch Macbeth and Macduff fight on the stage?

But experience is often too expensive an indul
gence, Vie might prefer to see a street fight to a stage 

« duel, and still prefer the stage duel to aetaal partici
pation in the street fight. Were we able to regulate our 
life as we can our reading, were we able to go through 
experiences without excessive danger and expense, we

38. B. Browning, "The Last Hide Together", 
Browning's Complete Poems, 267.
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might barn up theaters and poetry books. Bat we aannot. 
Oar experiences mast necessarily be United in quantity. 
Heading poetry will give as a vision which will make ex
perience ©ore intense in quality. Our own father grows 
dearer when we know Prime; oar own friend dearer when we 
see Patroclus killed; oar own mother*s influence over as 
becomes stronger when we watch Coriolanus bow to Voium- 
nia.

4



GEAPTEK VI

A SSJM.il MO UP

Poetry by revealing truth to ue and by training 
oar esiotion& in the right channels gives religion a 
great help in its tasK of teaching as to know, love, and 
serve God, Music, philosophy, the other arts and sciences 
can help as, too, but not to the same degree as poetry, 
Music moves us powerfully and quickly, but its effects 
die as quickly. It is like the vision of Christ to the 
apostles on Mount labor, a sadden splendor, the apostles 
overwhelmed, saying half-erased things. Then it is gone, 
and they march down the mountain side to return to their 
ordinary trivial doings. Philosophy convinces the reason 
and leaves the emotions and the will cold. It misses the 
spark of poetry which gives truth life. After Christ’s 
three weary years of teaching them, the apostles covered 
dumbly in the upper room; the Holy Spirit descended and 
they went forth and converted the world« Philosophy is 
Christ's three years of teaching; poetry is the fiery 
descent of the Holy Spirit. Of course poetry cannot for
sake reason and hope for its afflatus —  any more than 
the apostles would have been ready for the coming of the 
4ft>ly Ghost if they had failed to follow Christ. But
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nevertheless, philosophy without poetry is pictured well 
by the apostles without the Spirit.

But much us we may praise poetry, it is always 
as a handmaid to religion, a lesser, not a twin sister. 
Those who like Evelyn Innes would seek to make the 
’’Bubaiyat” a substitute for Catholicism are reaching for 
bread and fish to pick up the stone and serpent. Our 
lesser sister is a splendid little lass as long as she 
knows her leaser place —  but only that long. When she 
attempts more than she can do, she but adds the words 
Mand human poetry” to human knowledge and reason in 
lawman*s famous lines:

Quarry the granite rock with razors, or moor 
the vessel with a thread of silk; then may you 
hope with such keen and delicate instruments as 
human knowledge and human reason to contend 
against those giants, the passion and the pride 
of man.

39. Bowman, Idea of e University. 13?
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